
Recipe 1 First Kiss 3X3 Grid
Challenging and Exciting

Cutting

White Fabric
Eight 2 ½” x 4 ½” rectangles (geese)
Eight 2 ½” X 5 ½” rectangles (bursts)

Red Fabric
One 4 ½” square (center)
Eight 2 ½” squares (geese)

Pink Fabric
Eight 2 ½” squares (geese)

Green Fabric
Four 4 ¾” squares (bursts)

Make It
1. Make 4 green/white burst units.
2. Trim burst units to 4 ½” square
3. Create 4 red/white flying geese
4. Create 4 pink/white flying geese
5. Trim geese 2 ½” x 4 ½” units
6. Stitch each pink geese unit to a

red geese unit along the longer side.
Triangles should be facing in the same
direction.  If the white triangles are pointing
down, the pink unit will be on top.

7. Press and layout block as shown.
8. Assemble the block by stitching 3 rows

of 3 blocks.

Burst Template on next page.
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1. Cut one 4 ½” square
from your freezer paper.

2. On the paper side, draw
a line ¼” around the perimeter
of the square. This is your
seam allowance.

3. Fold the paper in half
vertically and then horizontally.

4. Draw a straight line
using a ruler from the bottom
right corner to where the
vertical fold line and ¼” seam
line intersect. (Fold 1)

5. Draw a straight line
using a ruler from the bottom
right corner to where the
horizontal fold line and the ¼”
seam line intersect.

6. Your paper should look
exactly as shown in the
diagram.

7. Fold along the two
diagonal lines. These will be
the lines you sew along.
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